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School board elections may favor Natives
By Katy Barnitz
Staff writer

GALLUP — Although the Gallup
McKinley County School Board of
Education was expected to vote Monday to implement a new districting map,
the board opted instead to table the item
and postpone approval until the next
meeting.
The board heard from Michael Sharp
of Research & Polling, Inc. as well as
Leonard Gorman of the Navajo Nation

Redistricting put 64 percent Native American voters in most districts

Human Rights Commission, both of
whom have designed potential redistricting maps for the board to consider.
The NRC’s three potential maps
were presented for the first time at Monday’s meeting. Jonathan Hale, chair of
the Navajo Nation Health, Education,
and Human Services Committee gave a
recommendation for Map B. Map B
splits Gallup, giving four of the five

Rural hospitals
can consider
profit or nonprofit options

GMCS districts a Native American voting-age population of at least 62 percent.
Sharp presented a fifth potential plan
designed by Research & Polling, Inc.,
which also creates four districts with a
Native American voting-age population
of 62 percent or more.
“The biggest difference is how you
treat Gallup,” Sharp said of his fifth

map and the HRC’s Map B. Gorman
said he wanted to break up Gallup as
much as possible
Board member Joe Menini voiced
his concern that the maps disregard
school boundaries.
“One thing they both failed to look at
is the schools,” he said. “You’re splitting voters and you have one school and
two or three board members to represent

See School board districts, Page 5
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Attorneys Pat Rogers, right, and Sam
Bregman discuss how to proceed following an inconclusive jury polling during the Harry Mendoza vs. The Gallup
Independent false light trial at the
McKinley Courthouse in Gallup July 2.

Last in a three-part series
By Sherry Robinson
Santa Fe correspondent

SANTA FE — Small hospitals that choose to preserve community ownership have options
and resources, says a former
CEO of Rehoboth McKinley
Christian Health Care Services.
“There were people who
always wanted the hospital to be
associated with Presbyterian
(Healthcare Services),” said
Dave Conejo, who headed the
hospital from 1983 to 1994.
“Over my history, I’ve seen
all types of arrangements. There
are other avenues to obtain efficiencies without turning everything over to one group. If they
say they have no other way to
go, there are actually a number
of ways to go.”
Small hospitals can band
together. Last year, seven rural
hospitals (in Raton, Portales,
Lovington, Santa Rosa, Truth or
Consequences, Roswell and
Clayton) formed the New Mexico Rural Hospital Network.
With a federal planning grant,
they’re looking into group purchasing and sharing resources,
including doctors who rotate
among the facilities.
Small hospitals can also specialize or become primary care
facilities with urgent and emergency care and refer serious
cases to larger hospitals. Conejo
said a nonprofit could sell the
hospital to a for-profit company
and use the money to start a
foundation that performs good
works in the community.
Mike Makosky, CEO of
Cibola General Hospital in
Grants, has worked in for-profit
and not-for-profit hospitals.
There are pros and cons.
“A not-for-profit is independent of government ownership.
When you’re part of local government, you have more people
to answer to,” and it’s more
political. Not-for-profits have
access to grants. “For-profits
look very closely at finances and
justification for services. A government-owned hospital’s goal

that school.”
After spending a considerable
amount of time hearing from Sharp,
Hale and Gorman, the board voted to
table the item, board members Menini
and Bruce Tempest voted against
tabling the item.
Board members tabled the item in
order to allow time to meet with Hale
and his committee so that they have
properly consulted with the Navajo

Judge
dismisses
Mendoza
lawsuit
By Sherry Robinson
Santa Fe correspondent
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Above, Wowie Rosales pumps some iron as Head Start students watch him through the wall mirror on
a tour of Wowie’s Gym in Gallup Friday. Top, Gallup Head Start student Zefferino Flores takes a walk
on the treadmill at Wowie’s Gym in Gallup Friday.

Head Start students learn about exercise
By Richard Reyes
Staff writer

G

ALLUP — Wearing a pink tutu, tiny 3-year-old
Taylor Yazzie bench-pressed two 3-pound
dumbbells during a Gallup Head Start field trip
to Wowie’s Gym Friday afternoon.
Wowie’s Gym owner Dennis “Wowie” Rosales
helped the little preschooler lift the weights above her
head and back down to her chest, coaching her with
words of encouragement.
“Work it,” he told her.
When he asked the rest of the Head Start students who
wanted to try next, their Chipmunk voices chirped, “I
want to try!” The little tykes were eager to use the gym
equipment during Rosales’ presentation, politely taking
turns with the dumbbells and cardiovascular equipment,
including ellipticals, treadmills and stationary bikes.
Rosales helped 4-year-old Matix Shirley mount the
elliptical. It didn’t take long for the preschool boy with the
Mohawk to manage the giant machine on his own.
After showing off several of the workout machines,
Rosales told the tiny students that exercise is the key to
youth and longevity.

“If you exercise, diet, don’t smoke and stay away from
drugs, you’ll live a long time,” he said. “I want you to
think about exercising and make it part of your life.”
As the preschoolers boarded the bus back to Gallup
Head Start, Rosales, who has been in the gym business
since 1977, said the kids might be too young to really
learn about the gym, but he at least wanted to introduce
them to ideas about healthy eating and exercise.
The field trip was part of the school’s curriculum on
healthy bodies, Gallup Head Start Center Education Specialist Monica Guillen said. It was their first trip to
Wowie’s this school year, but they’ve visited the gym
several times in the past.
“The purpose is to re-enforce what lesson the teachers
are focusing on,” Guillen said. “They also get to experience what’s going on outside. What they’re learning in
class is also going on outside of the center.”
Many of the students work pink clothing Friday to
commemorate Breast Cancer Awareness Month, but
October also marks Head Start Awareness Month, Gallup
Head Start Center Director Duane Casias said.
He explained the purpose is to educate people about

See Head Start, Page 5

GALLUP — A proposal to manage the city fitness
center was withdrawn Monday — about a week after
the Gallup City Council agreed to rework the proposal’s
“percentages.”
Raymond Calderon, of GFC, wrote City Manager
Dan Dible, saying in a one page letter, “Despite following all state rules and regulations regarding the (RFP)
process for the Gallup Fitness Center, and being as
transparent and public as possible through multiple
meetings with each City Councilor over the past several
months, (GFC) would like to withdraw our bid.”
GFC was the sole entity to respond to the city, in
spite of the fact that the city had, over the past couple
years, sent out a number of proposals. GFC’s 11-page

Shelly to Nation:
Strides made
in infrastructure,
uranium cleanup
Diné Bureau

GFC withdraws fitness center proposal
Staff writer

See Mendoza lawsuit, Page 5

By Arlyssa Becenti

See Rural hospitals, Page 5

By Bernie Dotson

SANTA FE — District Judge Louis
DePauli Jr. Monday dismissed the high-profile lawsuit by former Mayor Harry Mendoza against the Independent and Publisher
Bob Zollinger.
In the 11th Judicial District Court of New
Mexico, Mendoza sought damages for editorials published in 2009 and 2010 related to
a gang rape in 1948. Mendoza denied his
involvement and claimed the editorials,
some calling him a “gang rapist,” placed
him in a false light. The Independent denied
publishing false statements.
Jurors deadlocked on July 2, and DePauli
declared a mistrial.
Zollinger and the Independent earlier had
asked the court for a directed verdict, arguing
that New Mexico doesn’t recognize “public
figure false light invasion of privacy.”

proposal called for the city to pay $12,500 to GFC —
plus performance incentives. In the agreement, too,
GFC would have been responsible for minor repairs
totaling less than $300 per month. GFC’s agreement
also contained a stipulation that said the agreement
could have been terminated within 120 days notice.
Calderon stood by the positiveness in the original
proposal Monday. He said he was disappointed that the
matter became “politicized.” He said there may have
been some initial “sticker shock” by a couple of council
members at the original proposal, saying “we’ll weigh
our interests” if another chance comes around where
GFC can reiterate its management interest in the fitness
center. Calderon did not disclose the name of GFC’s
other partner.

See Fitness center, Page 5

Independent file photo

The Gallup Fitness Center might soon
be under private management while
retaining its city funding.

WINDOW ROCK — Navajo Nation
President Ben Shelly delivered his State of
the Nation address to begin the 22nd Navajo
Nation Council fall session. Emphasizing the
importance and the power of voting, Shelly
explained to everyone in the Council Chambers, as well as people who may have been
watching the live Internet feed of his speech,
that the right to vote is a privilege that should
not be taken for granted.
“We have much to be thankful for in the
life we have as Diné,” Shelly said to the audience. “I urge all Navajo people to register and
cast their vote. Our right to vote is a privilege
that many in the world are denied.”
Shelly spoke on the Nation’s infrastructure and the different initiatives that the
Nation will take, such as the $43 million
Department of Interior agreement. This

See Shelly to Nation, Page 5
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Rural hospitals
Continued from Page 1
is to serve the community.” The
local community has less say in
a for-profit hospital. “There’s no
muscle there unless there’s a
grassroots push,” he said.
Acquisition by a for-profit
hospital requires a willing seller
and a willing buyer, said Jeff
Dye, president and CEO of the
New Mexico Hospitals &
Health Systems Association.
Rural hospitals, usually owned
by counties, operate on thin
margins, and a company looks
at return on investment. “Who
wants to take them on?” He
expects more consolidation, but
the challenge is finding the right
partner.
At least a half dozen hospitals, including Cibola General
Hospital, have management
contracts that preserve local
ownership while providing
access to services from a larger
organization.
Cibola General is owned by
the county and governed by a
local board, which is appointed
by both the county and the
board itself. It contracts with
Quorum Health Resources, the
nation’s fifth largest management consulting firm and a subsidiary of Community Health
Services, which owns six hospitals in New Mexico. Based in
Tennessee, QHR supplies the
CEO and the chief financial officer to Cibola General, along
with certain services.
“It helps small, rural hospitals navigate the waters of the
government payment system
and the unique financial
arrangements necessary to get
paid. It provides guidance to the
board on strategy and a host of
other things,” said Makosky,
who’s been Cibola General
CEO for two years. QHR does
the executive recruiting and
presents candidates to the board,
which makes the decision.
This arrangement is fairly
typical, said Dye. “Sometimes
they provide the administration,
sometimes they provide a menu
of services.” QHR also contracts
with hospitals in Taos, Silver
City and Alamogordo.

Turning over rocks
A management contract
doesn’t guarantee smooth sailing, however.
The 47-bed nonprofit Holy
Cross Hospital in Taos was the
flagship of independent hospitals in northern New Mexico
until 2010, when it lost $1.2 million in Medicaid reimbursement
cuts.
“Everywhere you look, people want to pay you less for the
service,” CEO Peter Hofstetter
told New Mexico Business
Weekly. “Then you throw in a
lousy economy where people
have less health insurance or
higher deductibles, and, well, it
has been difficult.” Holy Cross
is further burdened by one of the
nation’s highest rates of uninsured people; its cost of uncompensated care is about $10 million a year. In fiscal 2011 Holy
Cross posted a $3.7 million net
loss. Last spring the hospital laid
off 14 employees and has
slashed $3 million from operating expenses.
“We have turned over every
rock,” the hospital’s board chairman told the Taos County Commission. It was still $6.6 million
short.
On Sept. 25, the hospital
asked the commission for a special election to implement a 1.6mil levy, or $1.60 per $1,000 of
net taxable property value — to
pay for hospital facilities and
services. The hospital could then
leverage about $1.9 million in
annual revenue to gain another
$4 million from the federal government in Sole Community
Provider funds. Previously, the
county contributed a portion of
its indigent fund, but that
amount falls short of the available federal match; the hospital
could receive $5.4 million but
will only receive $2.2 million.
Commissioners refused to
allow the special election, saying residents couldn’t afford
present taxes. They even
accused hospital officials of conspiring to have a special, mail-in
ballot that would favor a win.
Holy Cross is now predicting
“excruciating decisions” that
include closing the OB/GYN
department and laying off another 50 people. The emergency
room would remain open, along
with surgical lab and x-ray
departments.
In a small community, choices like these have a bigger
impact than loss of services.
Every rural primary care physi-

cian generates about $1.5 million in revenue and creates
directly or indirectly 23 jobs,
according to the National Rural
Health Association. Last year
the association pleaded in vain
with Congress to not reduce
reimbursement rates to rural
hospitals.
“Hospitals have paid the ticket for two years” for health
reform, said Jeff Dye. In New
Mexico, it will translate to $765
million over 10 years. “The reality is Medicaid and Medicare
have a much larger impact on
rural hospitals.”
At the same time, Sole Community Provider funding, which
involves a 3-to-1 match by the
federal government, is dropping,
he said, because counties can’t
afford the match.
As it happens, Socorro General Hospital got a dramatically
different response from its county commission on a similar
question. After commissioners
unanimously granted a special
election to continue the 4.25 mil
levy, voters overwhelmingly
approved it. Socorro County
also must care for the one in
three of its people (the state
average is one in four) who are
uninsured.

Helping Hand
David Kaufman, vice chancellor for community hospitals
at the University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center, said
the university “isn’t thinking of
buying a hospital but is interested in partnering, which it’s done
for a number of years. Some
hospitals want to affiliate with
an academic health center
because they get trainees who
can be recruited to stay. They
want to be involved in research
studies. We can use that relationship for the benefit of the rural
community.”
Christus St. Vincent in Santa
Fe has become the academic
affiliate for north-central New
Mexico, he said. UNM agreed
to provide training and send students and residents. “It has been
quite a model. They’re an
important partner,” Kaufman
said.
UNM medical residents can
do a rural emergency medicine
rotation at RMCHCS, according
to spokeswoman Ina Burmeister,
and the RMCHCS Foundation
coordinates UNM’s BA-MD
summer program.
UNM worked with Holy
Cross to stabilize its nursing
staff by creating a robust training program at UNM-Taos,
Kaufman said. RMCHCS and
Cibola General have also found
that training nurses locally eases
their recruiting headaches
because the nurses are inclined
to stay.
UNM-Gallup has trained
about 25 nurses every two years
for the past 10 years to sit the
RN examination, and most get
jobs in the region, said interim
Dean Neal Mangham. The
branch also trains certified nursing assistants (formerly called
LPNs) and information technology professionals, who also find
jobs locally. Although Gallup’s
nursing graduates may work
anywhere once they pass the
licensing exam, UNM-Gallup is
in the process of applying for
accreditation from the National
League for Nursing, which
requires that the entire faculty
have a master’s degree in nursing.
The program also works
closely with area hospitals
through its advisory board,
Mangham said. A consortium of
nursing educators is studying
curriculum in the state and has
recommended classes in computerized and shared records
and biochemistry. Recently
UNM-Gallup recruited a biochemistry faculty member. The
future of information technology training is less certain
because some systems are outsourcing the work. “It’s a trend
we’re watching closely,” Mangham said.
Next for Gallup, a community HERO.
“All these connections are
stronger when we have a fulltime UNM coordinator in that
community,” Kaufman said.
UNM’s Health Extension Rural
Offices (HEROs) program,
modeled on the agricultural
Cooperative Extension, currently has 10 health extension
agents and plans to expand to
15, including one for Gallup.
“We’re working with hospitals to strengthen links between
UNM and community priorities,” Kaufman said. “We can do
a much better job than in the
past.”
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Mendoza lawsuit
Continued from Page 1
DePauli initially denied the motion, and
the defendants raised the question again
after the trial ended. DePauli then reconsidered and decided his first ruling was
mistaken. The state Supreme Court has
previously found that false light isn’t
available “where a person has sought and
achieved prominence,” and Mendoza is a
“public figure who has undisputedly
sought and achieved prominence,”
DePauli wrote.
“False light” is a legal term that means
the Independent published statements knowing they were false or having a “high degree
of awareness” that they were probably false.
Earlier DePauli had dismissed Mendoza’s claim of defamation, saying Mendoza “suffered no harm to his reputation.”
Said the Independent’s attorneys, Pat
Rogers and George McFall: “We appreciate
the court’s decision today, and we are especially grateful to all the jurors for their hard
work this summer. We firmly believe that
justice has been served.
“The First Amendment guarantees of
free speech and free press do not exist for

Cable Hoover/Independent

Former Gallup Mayor Harry Mendoza
exits the courtroom following an inconclusive jury poling in his lawsuit against
The Gallup Independent at the McKinley County Courthouse in Gallup July 2.
the purpose of encouraging flattering
speech about the government or government officials. The First Amendment protects all of us. The right to express critical
opinions and to report the misdeeds of pub-

lic officials and politicians is part of the
constitutional differences that separates this
country from so many countries in the
world today.”
Attorney Sam Bregman, who represented Mendoza, said, “We’ll be appealing that
decision very quickly.”
Zollinger said: “Mr. Mendoza’s trial
may have been 60 years late, but I hope
the family and friends of the
young Zuni woman who was so brutally
gang raped have some closure and some
sense of justice. Rape and sexual abuse
remains a serious problem that deserves
more light and if necessary, more heat
from this newspaper. It is our intention to
address this problem in more depth in the
future.
“The Gallup Independent will continue
to publish the news, including the news
about powerful political figures. The First
Amendment and the right to free speech
makes government officials accountable to
the people they are supposed to serve. I
believe the decision is a just decision that
honors the First Amendment, open and
accountable government and the right of
people to speak their minds.”

Shelly to Nation
Continued from Page 1
money will go toward building
the Cutter Lateral of the NavajoGallup Water Supply Project.
Shelly said that this project
will bring more than 600 jobs to
the Nation, and when completed
it would have cost $1 billion to
complete the 280 miles of water
pipeline to 43 chapters and part
of the Jicarilla Apache reservation, and also it will have brought
a quarter of a million people
access to water.
“We will look forward to
future projects to bring our people much needed safe drinking
water,” Shelly said.
Working toward cleaning up
abandoned uranium mines,
Shelly said that the Nation has
signed a temporary access agreement with Hydro Resources Inc.
This agreement has HRI agreeing to cleanup pre-existing mine
waste at Section 17, but it allows
the Navajo Nation Environment
Protection Agency to direct the
cleanup based on standard of the
Navajo Nation Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of
2008.
“We are making strides in
cleaning up our abandoned
mines,” Shelly said. “U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
announced that $7.15 million

will be spent to cleanup three
mines in Cove, Arizona;
Casamero Lake and near
Churchrock.”
Shelly spoke also on public
safety and education. Two new
public safety facilities in Tuba
City and Crownpoint are almost
near completion, which is seen as
an accomplishment because
public safety is receiving new
buildings to replace the almost
dilapidated structures that they
have been using for decades.
Head Start, which was near
closing, is still watched over by
the federal Head Start program.
The first licensed superintendent, Sharon Singer, was brought
on in August to oversee that the
$27 million program is taking
the right direction into recuperation.
“Head Start is an important
component to our children’s education,” Shelly said. “For man,
Head Start is the beginning of the
long road that may lead to college and beyond. Let us support
the new direction Navajo Head
Start is taking.”
Having signed a deed to put
373 acres of land into trust status,
Shelly said that families affected
by the Navajo Hopi Land Settlement Act by being relocated may
now have an opportunity to have
a home built. Families in the
Hopi Partitioned Land that have

refused a U.S. government relocation package, have signed an
agreement that allows them to
stay for 75 years.
The 2013 fiscal year budget
that was passed and it was commended by being a budget that
made, passed and signed, something that the federal government
has not done. The three branch
chiefs laid out the priorities that
the budget would cover.
The budget however a positive milestone that the president
saw it as, it also was the reason
for numerous jobs and titles to be
taken away and employees were
laid off.
“I recently signed a directive
addressed to all division directors
to help our laid off workers,”
Shelly said. “The employees
who were laid off will get preference for rehire and division are
also to review vacant positions to
move laid off workers to positions of which they qualify.”
Reverting of funds from 2007
– 2012 was reported to be
approximately $63 million for
federal funds and $23 million for
states’ funds. This high amount
has the Navajo Nation government to re-evaluate the grant
application, compliance and
oversight process. Shelly said
that the Executive Branch will
collaborate with the Budget and
Finance Committee in order to

evaluate and find a solution.
The Navajo Generating Station Shelly explained is an
important asset to the Nation
and it’s revenues. With coal revenues being cut, coal-fired
power plants are contemplating
on whether or not to shut down
because of expensive retrofits
directed by the U.S. EPA and
the federal government’s move
to cleaner and more expensive
forms of energy.
“Now is the time we have to
all be dynamic in our vision and
our leadership,” Shelly said. “We
must explore more ways to generate revenue to keep our service
level intact, or look to downsize
the government and benefits to
all the chapters.”
New ideas will benefit the
new pilot project that Shelly has
been working on for the Department of Personnel Management.
This project will work toward
hiring the recent college graduate
who comes home but is turned
away from pursuing their career
path on the Nation because they
lack experience.
“Our pilot project calls to
have divisions and programs to
have a role in selecting candidates that suits their needs and
qualifications,” Shelly said. “Our
goal is to bring the most qualified
people to our workforce, including our valuable children.”

Head Start
Continued from Page 1
Head Start, which is a national program, and
also to clear some misconceptions. For
example, Casias said some people think
Head Start is a day care, but it’s actually a
preschool.
Casias said the Gallup center employs
certified teachers and incorporates a creative
curriculum to prepare students 3-5 years old
for kindergarten. They work on early vocabulary and reading skills, learning to recognize
letters, numbers, shapes and colors.
There are about 197 students enrolled at
the Gallup center. The days are split into two
sessions. Some students attend Head Start at
8 a.m.-noon and then others go in at noon-4
p.m. All children are served healthy and
nutritious breakfasts and lunches. Head Start
is open to students throughout Gallup and the
surrounding area, and travel services are
available to Gallup residents.
They also provide health and support
services, including yearly dental and physical
exams and vision and hearing screenings.
Head Start was created by President Lyndon Johnson in 1965 as a summer program
to meet the emotional, social, health, nutritional and psychological needs of children of
low-income families, according to a news

release. The program evolved during the
years and has grown into a yearlong curriculum that provides comprehensive education,
health, nutrition and parent involvement
services.
Casias said the Gallup center has monthly
engagement activities for students and their
parents. They also put an emphasis on male
involvement to encourage fathers, brothers,
uncles and grandpas to become mentors and
get involved in the students’ educations.
“It’s important because of the need for
parents to become advocates for their children as they continue to middle school and
high school,” Casias said. “They’re the only
ones who can advocate for their kids. And to
just be involved. Parents don’t get involved
as much as they should.”
He said the male engagement activities
started small with only five participants, but
it’s grown to include about 60-70 fathers getting involved.
Another unique aspect of the Head Start
program is its emphasis on family-style dining. The Gallup center doesn’t have a cafeteria, so teachers and students eat together in
the classroom. Casias said they pass around
food items and students serve themselves to
help their fine motor skills.

“We’re getting them used to the feel of
eating with a family at a dinner table,” he
said. “It’s something they should be doing.
Instead, a lot of families today eat in front of
the TV.”
The National Head Start Association started Head Start Awareness Month after talking
with many programs across the country,
according to a news release. They realized
many people were still unaware of the program’s existence.
“Another goal of Head Start Awareness
Month is to celebrate the program itself,” the
release states. “Head Start has helped millions of young children and their families.
The program has had a huge impact on many
children, families, and our country as (a)
whole. Now that’s something to celebrate.”
To celebrate Head Start Awareness Month
and educate locals about the program, the
Gallup center will host an event at noon-3
p.m. Saturday, Oct. 20, at the McKinley
County Courthouse Plaza in downtown
Gallup. There will be informational booths,
hands-on activities, games and much more.
Gallup Head Start invites the community to
join the festivities.
Information: Gallup Head Start, (505) 7227428 Online: www.nhsa.org

Fitness center
Continued from Page 1
The City Council decided at
its Oct. 9 regular meeting that
Councilor Allan Landavazo and
Dible would get together and
hammer out some new numbers.
Landavazo said Monday that he
met with Dible and General Services Director Rick Snider. “It was
a good meeting,” Landavazo
said. “We discussed some other
numbers than what were previ-

ously submitted by GFC.”
Landavazo said the numbers
talked about were less than the
$25,000 to $30,000 savings as
anticipated in GFC’s original
agreement. Councilors E. Bryan
Wall and Cecil Garcia complained at last week’s council
meeting that GFC”s proposal
lacked biographical and a financial statement. Garcia, who frequently works out at the center,
called the proposal “a sweetheart

deal.” The fitness center came out
in the black — the first time in a
least 5 years — for fiscal year
2012 with a $15,000 bottom line.
Former Gallup Mayor John
Peña said he made inquiries about
the fitness center months ago, but
was never really interested in a
managing opportunity. Peña, the
sole person to ever serve as city
finance director, city manager
and mayor in the history of
Gallup, was mayor when the fit-

ness center, 700 Old Zuni Road,
was donated by the prominent
Gurley family to the city of
Gallup. As to whether he’d in the
future formally submit a management proposal for the center, Peña
replied, “No. Absolutely not.“
The fitness center measures
around 28,000 square feet and is
part of a seven-acre parcel of
land. It is believed to have been
built in the late 1970s, officials
have said.

also approved a memorandum of
understanding between the University of New Mexico College
of Nursing, which will allow
nursing students to come to
GMCS to assist in different tasks
under a school nurse. Nursing
students will receive clinical
experience from their time
working in Gallup McKinley
County schools. There is no cost
to the district.
The school board also
approved the retention of an
independent firm to perform
study of funded projects in

the district.

School board districts
Continued from Page 1
Nation before making a decision
on districting. Price said she
hoped that the board could be
presented with only two maps at
the next meeting, at which point
they will approve one.
“I’m beginning to think that
we’re going to have to make a
vote,” School board President
Mavis Price said. “And it’s not
going to be a pleasant one,
because someone is going to be
unhappy.”
Bureau of Elections Director

Rick Palochak said last week
that there is not a specific deadline for when a new districting
map must be selected. However,
the new district boundaries must
be in place before the election is
announced Nov. 27.
“Personally, I would have
loved to have it done and over
with by now,” Palochak said in a
voice mail message. “The districts have to be complete before
their resolution calling for an
election and that will be in by the
end of November.”
In other business, the board

